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I acquisition of the voicing contrast in English:
a study of voice-onset time in word-initial stop consonants.'

C. '5

Marlys k Mackin and David Barton
()apartment of Linguistics

Stanford University . 1
1 I

,' . /
ABSTRACT. This paper reports on a, longitudinal study of 4thiP acciasiti of -the voicing

icontrast in English word-initial stop consonants; as measured by voice onset time. Four monolingual
. children were recorded at two week intervals, beginning when the children -were about 1;6. Data r

provide evidence for three general stages: (1) the 'child has no contrast; (2) the child had a contrast

t
but one that fall ithin the adult perceptual boundaries of one ((dually voiced) phoneme and thui, is ,.
presumably net per tibia to ts; and (3) the child has a contr d that resembles the adult contrast.
The rate and nature bf Alevelopmental process are discussed efly in relation to two, com
models. for phlogicaracquisition and two hypotheses regarding the skills4being learned. -.
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1.0 introduction

`1-
This* paper reports on a longitudinal study of the acquisition of the voicing contrast .in,

American-English, as .revealed throuih inetrumintal analyst!! of voice onset time characteristics of

7

. 4

word- initial stop consonants.

Althdugh the glottal features related to the voicing -contrast are among The - most
controversial jn contemporary

Pi

analysis (Chomsky and Hells 1968, 326-9; Udefoged 197,1,
7-22), it it generally agreed thati°131174gg phonological voice distinction in any language may consist of -;
a numbec9ftrelativiOy indeptindent tic components which nonetheless tend to =pry._ Among all .

the articastary and percep al elementi hick are relevant to the phonological voicing contrast, the
one which has probably received the most attention is voice. onset time (VOT),_that interval between
the release of stop closure and the onset of vocal fold vibration...

Lisker and Abramson it their (seminal 1964 article claim that VOT is single, most reliable
feature separating voiced, vein stop cognate pairs in languages of the *kit regardless of Wei
conventional feature designations used in descriptions of those languages./Amorig the eleven languiges
They studied, three categories of VOT emerged: voicing feed where voicing begins about 75 to 125
miilisaconds (ms) prior to burst reisassc short tau where voicing begins from 0 to 25 ms after the
release; and long lag where voicing begins 60 to 100 ms after the burst. The median values for :these
ranges are -100 ms, +10 Ms and +75 ms respectively (Usker end Abramson 1964). In Ensigri, the
Voiced phoneme is typically short lag (although some speakers use some amount of voicing lead), while
the voiceiftis phonons is ctsractorirsd ty to : lag.

Because of the Lister and Minimum damn- -which ha received substantial support from the
findings of other researchers -that VOT reliably distinguishes voicing stop cognate pairs in initial
position, and also- because there .s 3 lags liserature documenting t VOT characteristics of voicing in
the 'speech of adult speakirs of'English, we have chosen VOT as the unit of analysis for s . We
altsumi then. that as the child acquires productive artrOl ;Ayr voicing, VOT vase wilit
concomitantly over this time period. We will define the presumed goal to which the2child is prOgr
as those characteristics of adult English stop phonemes described in the literature in terms of VOT.
The aims of our Ludy are to specify the temporal 'characteristics of very young children's stop
productions, to de ermine the 'sits at which children acquire the' voicing contrast in English and to
dOcument the progis by which it is acquired.?

. .

ni

With respect to the age at which the voitogcontraet is acdisired,
in the cstld phonology' literature. Thrase at which English .speaking childr
stops apparently may vary from 1;3 to 2;8: 1;3 and 1;4 (Malin 1976k by 1;
Horton 1976); 20 (Leopold 19471 ?;1 (Yellen 1943); by 20 (orietsubject,in
(Major 1976k 2;8 TSrnith 4973). Dodd 1976, r'eport's that. five children
errors after the age rang. 25 to 2;11. Two recent cross-section il it

. .

here is wide disagreement
acquire voicing in initial

and 1;11 (two Subjects in
and Wilson 1 fin

longer made any voicing
show that many English-
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spooking children acquire this contrast by at least. 2;6 (Ziatin and Koenigsknicht 1976; and Glibeit
1977). A few 4tudies of children acquiring languages other thati English -- languages wh haves at least
a contrast between short and long lag stopsi-report ages for, individual children as*.foilows: I ,
German (Lorentz, pers. commun.); 1;7, Gard (Burling 1959h and 20, lindi (9rivistave 1974; specificall
voicallsss, unaspirated by 1;1, pievoicad. by 1;4, voiceless and voiced asptirilted leigioning at 20) Li
1971 reports that three children acquiring Taiwanese still made ekors On the ionf lag stops at 20.
The differences between the findings of these studies no doubt in port stem from differences in
methodology (e.g. the criterion adopted for *Refraining 'acquisition'), but there are undoubtedly at
least some individual differences between the children studied.

;(.)

In contrast to the disagreOtent on theage at which the voicing contrast is acquired, there is'
overwhelming agreement on Mist type of voicing' is useevirst by children. jakobsoh in 4941, _

accurately observed that "so long as stops in child language are not split according to the beheyior of
the glottis, they, are generally pronOunced as and unaspirstscr (1941/1968, 14). In all the
studies we surveyed, the chirren studied fi used shor lag stops OA. 'YOiallOSS and unaspirated' in
Jakobsdn's terminology). Kewley-Port and Preston 1974 7claiinathat short 4ag stops are used
beckusii they are articulatifilly easier to rot than either lead or long lag stops:

While the literature substantially demonstrates the. priotity of_ Short lag stops, different
studies provide conflicting data on the question of whether atticiren that acquire a voicing contrast in a

- particular place of articulation (before other places), and whether the rate of acquisition, Once begun, is
rapid\ir slow as the voicing contrast spreads through all places of artiailatioyi, all words and all 'types
of speech (e.g. spontaneous versus imitated speech). Towards our goal Of cloginienting the process of
acquisition, we examine stops sUill three places of articulation, in a variety of different words, and in
several types of speech, and we examine developmental-cbanges in the data)for evidence supporting
the two major, /competing modelt 'which have been advanced to describe ttie rate and characteristics of
change in phonology acquisition --thy 'across-the-licird model (Smith 1973) and the lexical ditiusirs
model (Hsieh 1972 and Ferguson and Farwell 1975). In order to look In depth at the. acquisition -0,
process, it was necessary to restrict our analysis to word-initial Position; thus,.we will not provide data

on whether voicing is acquired differently in different positiOns of the word.3

2.0 Methollir

2:1 Subjects

Homo interviews with prospectNe subjects and till* families were conducted to determine
the degree of coopsrstion, the verbal level, responie to picture books, and approximate 'voc.abuiery
size and phonological system of the children. Four children were selected to bi subjects because they
were monolingual speakers of English with no siblings of school age, they were producing at least some
initial' stop words, they showed evidence- of normal language development, and they appeared to be
cooperative. Table 1 givis pertinent data o6 the foui subjects,, who will Ire be, identified as Tom, .



Tessa, Jane and Jay 4; all subjects are children of professional parents either ,one or both of whom have
advanced .disgtees. ,

.

Bath parents of all the childhn except Jane ar/stive speakers of American-English.'_ Jane's
mother was born in Canada but has spent the last six yearil'n thellnited States. It was not expected
that the slight Canadian accent of Jane's mother (which noticeably on* affected some 4Owe Is and the
stress of some words) would effect Jens's-acquisition of voicing. None of the parents speak a language
other than English in the home; and none Of the. children had been exposed to a language other than
English.

Tom, Tessa; Jane and Jay were using between 50 100 words at till beginning of
te recording' when they were 14.24,1;4.28, 1;6.19 and 1;71 respect (ages are 'given A years, months

and days). Audiometric screening of the children was done by. the staff of the Audiology ail*,
Stanford Medical School; all children were assessed as having normal hearing.

II

2.1 Data collection

The children were seen approximately every two weeks: for an eight-month period. All the
children were seen weekly for a short period of time at the beginning of thistudy.- One subject; Jay,
was seen an extra three times after the study had been officially endejj, Since Jay's family moved to
Boston at the end of the study, the last, session was`recorded, under Eanosrable recording conditions,

it- Boston University.5 Table 2 gives tbe age and that number of 'attract' stop-initial words produced by
each child on each session. 'Correct' means that the chairs production began with a stop of the same
place of art;etAtion as the initial stop in the adult word. . * .

---, 1

if.: - -,- , , - -- .-... -...'' ''.. . '.-... N-,_ _ , I 14. ,..;.,.....- a._ . 41 '....., I .7.

Each sision was conducted in a high' quality sound-isolisted rode; (with associated control
room) at the Stanford Smirch Research Laboritory. Recording, was made on a 'Revax A77 .tape
recorder with a Sony ElectNt microphone whidl,was attached to a soft doth vest which the child wore.
In most cases;. a .parent wail present. All tasting was conducted by the csme tert a nativeirimen
speaker of- American - English. The observer, who sat in the control room, ran he tape ecorder, took
notes on the session- and kept a tally of the number of step-initial words produced by the child for all
'Six stop consonants. ,

,--

11

tons were between twenty and thirty minutes 104- The goal for each session was to
. '

411.

obtain at least fifteen tokens for each stop consonant. The Observer would indicate to:verde the end of
the session thet $ sin number of words beginning with particular stops were needed. The
experimenter would t focus on words beginning with those stops. This number was estimated to be
the maximum number tokens which we 'could reasonably expect to obtairrfkorn children aged 14 and
the minimum' number of tokens required for statistical arialisle, During the )parliisst sessions, it .free
difficult, however, to obtain ninety target items (fifteen tokens per step) from threet.of the four
chikiren.:,

.1,

,
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Tioble 1. Subjects

.

Subject ' sot'

,

J

Age
first

Session
N

Lan
Session

As9soidoety
Vocabulary
At 30ginaing

.
Siblings

.

.
.

. Permits'

ieloct Arse

TbM

,

A

.

4TESSA
.1 '

'

SANE

)

"JAY

.

.

M

."i

.

M

.

.

.

k.

1:6.24

1;4.28

1;649

1;7.9

2;1.3

2;0.10

2 ;1.16

.4 .

2 :4.2

.

.

\

/I

.

;

100 words

m eords

75 -100

cords

50 worts

.

Sister (2%

.

years older)
f

1

(Z

yrs younger)

.

. MI
i -

.

.

-

_

Al pew Jere,
le: !Mak

CaX Liforais

1:10bilsOslybio

1

4

Mb Creeds/
Cellists:1s

f: ColifeCnii

Ms Ilso York
F: Soo York'

-
I

polite 2. Age sod ons;Cr of tokenerfor slob subject by session.
.

Session
' TOM

hgt 9 Tokens
,,

Age
T2SSA
*Tokens

- JAR
Age 0 Telmer. Age

JAY
0 Tokens\\. .

1 1;6,24 33 1;4.28 106 1;6.19 32 1;7.9 31

2 '1;7.2 %.4.23 1;542 191 )46.22, S6 1;7.16 14 .

3 1;74 ' 66 1;5.18 186 1 ;6.'29 26 , 1:8.8 46
4 4') 1;5.30 130 1:7.12 27 1;8.20 43
5 48. 100 1:6.13 94' 1;7.26 33 /;9.4 42

6 '''. 10. 53 1;7.6 147 1;8.28 47 1;9.22 53 .,

7 1;9.23 93 1;7.13 "99 . 1;8.24 39 %, :10.5 92

8 1;10.9 100 17.7.27. *168 1:9-15 77 10'1;1043 100

9 41;10.22 117 1:8.10 214 1:10,7 96 1;11.2 83
10 1;11.8. 133' 1:8.17 142 1;10.1%.. 94 1 :11.14 72

11 1;t1.22 122 1;9.2 175 1;11:0 - 140 2;0.0 187

12. ' 201.3 118 1;9:23 174 4'1;11.14" 1081 2;0.14 176

U 2;0.19 197 1;10.7 217 1;11.28 99 2:0.28 160

14 2;1.3 tor 1;10.21 169 2;0.11 56 2;1.11". 139

13. 2;1.17 139 ./ 1;11.11 139 2;0.23 '79 2 :1.23 162

16 0.10 132 ;41.16 94 2:2.2 177

17 .
'

ilk

c. -
2;2.9 US

'18 . 1;3.0 1.21
11 _I_ ' 214.2 Alt-

*Tokens Words *lob begs. with as initial singlet= stop in the snit mud 'Ada

wens prodoso by the child with% step of the woe place seirciaelaties.
(

I
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Stimulus materials included a sPiecielly constructed stimulus' book, keys?* children's *lure/
books, a small- wooden puzzleralld mot/ small toys. Word lists were obtained frequently .frbm thie
parents; objects for or pictureiV of stop - initial *words that each child knew were then added to the
stimulus materials.. Octiesionally the parents brought toys or books with which the= -child wee familiar.
;luring the.sessiohs the children played with the. toys, looked at pictures, and were encouraged to
speak.

Since we discovered that ail the children used few g-initial words (at least at Athe beginning
of the study) and that fewer p-initial than b-initial words were vied by at least some of the children,
we introduced a few words (e.g. got, gale, and taxi) whit,' were then learned at some point by the
children. Particularly for g- and p-initial words, we relied heavily on the parents who v;ould either
-bring thel child's toys (e.s. age) or would help us sot up. games which would elicit a particular word
from.aan individual child (e.g., driving a car into a pretend garage). The lexical asymmetries for each
'Child discusseei in the results sections. in general, the. majority h* words produced by the
children were either single syllable worth; (of tlail form CVC) or two syllainviords with initial syllabi*
stress; in the earliest sessions, all the children produced more b-, d- and k-initial 'words then words
beginning with pr, t- and g- (although the frequency of ci-,and t- initial words was often similar). The
instability of /p/ and )g/ in stop systems of languiges of the,wdrld has been discussed by Gamkrelidze.
1975 and Ferguson 1977.

2.2 Data analysis

4

under Super St-prO B-4 head phones.. The tape scriptincl all words that the ohild,saith however,

All tapes were transcribed by a researcher, A77 tape recorder and listening-

only lhosii.lariet words.' that the child said were phonetically transcribed.. Target words wire. those
that began with an initial singlikot, stop in the adult naciii and for. which the child produced a stop of

the correct plops of articulation (as judged by the transcriberis; see Table 2 for the total number of
-such words produced on each session by child. ror these words, the initial phone wet
transcribed narrowly and the rest of the utter more bioadly. The traneciPtion systeir
used is that of the' International Phonetic Association a supplemental symbology and'alicritic
system devised by the Stanford Chiki.Phonetics Workshop (Bush it al. 199)..

.
.

Preceding conte4 and the sloes were noted for all prodUCUIIL The. following systelh of
classification was used foriall toluene: S spontaneous; I imitated R repeated (Ls. a repetition of
the child's own previous utterance); E elicited (Ls. the thild's response to a question, not containing
the target word, asked-by the experimenter); and M 1. modelled (Le. the child's. product of -2 word
spoken by the experimenter after some intervening speeCh,either adult

.
Of the biweekly* recorded sessions,' approximately four. anchor point sessions from each

subject were selected low instrumental analysis. The purpose 'behind selecting anchor points was to
sample throughout-the data. Thus, -these anchor points were at approximately two month intervals,

8
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beginning with the first sessions and ending with the last ones. However, in the earliest sessiott, not
4

all the children ph;duceil the requisite fifteen tokens of each atop consonant; for, these chiltire the
.

first two or three sessions were combined into one anchor point if thesessiabs had been conducted at .

close time intervals. Thus, in some cases, data from several sessions were collapsed; these caseitare
clearly identified in the tablets When two or more sessions were combined, equal proportions of sttpe
were taken from-tech session.

Wide-band. (and in some cites, narrow -blnd) spectrograms were made of the first Mtn,
tokens of e stop type on a Kay Sorrgraph (model 7029 ADC, with an added custom shaping circuit,
(1152, 12 db h frequency pre-emphasis)). To achieve better temporal ,routlutlon.uttArthatt were
recorded on t Kay in the' 160 -16K mode (which resulted in a time base of 41 me per centimeter and
a scanning filter width of 600 Ht) and were reproduced with scale magnifier set at 0 to 50%.
Measurements of VOT were made at -4he same time on a Tektronix Oscilloscope with storage capability
(Type 564), which was used in conjunction with a locally designed and constructed triggering system.
Directly following the oscilloscope measurement, Vir was measured on the spectrogram(s). When the
oscilloscope and spectrogram measurements differed by more than 3 ms, thb problem *u ldentifiied
and then resolved by further instrumental analysis. In' ail cases where possible the time scale used.was
2 ms or 5"ms per centimeter. In general, if the difference betWeen the twomeasurements vise equal to
or less than 3 ms, they were averaged to live VOT value. Ho:veveLf\ocres\jZ values greeter 'than
+50 mit(i.e, cases in which the time scale had to be set at 10, 20 or r. division), fine time
resolution was more difficult on the oscilloscope (due to greeter compression of the signal in each
division) and greats! reliance was placed on the spiictrogram measurement. The procedures for
instrumental analysis and VOT measurement are described in detailin the report of our pilot study (see
Huntington et af. 197-P,

If an utteranorpresented a problem which the researcher could not solve, all ipectroirems--
foq the item were presented at the weekly group meetings where Project Staff (four to the persons).
discussed and resotvea the problem. In the few cases where the staff ()Quid not reach unanimous
agreement, the utterance was not Included in the statistical analysis. The triteria for rejection of an
utterance from VOT measurement were: 'noisy' (e.g., clanging toys during the child's production); 'voice

'.overlay. (where an adult's voice was superimposed over the child's and each could not reliably be
separated by narrow -band anerysis); 'no burst'; 'following voiceless vowel.; and 'continuous voicing.

k(where voicing continued uninterrupted from the chlid's previously voiced segment). Less than 7% of
the total sat of utterances from all children were rejected.

Each author carried out t 'transcription and instrumental analysis for two subjects. At
apPre;iimetely two month intery reliability checks wars made. For these checks, six items were
seietteO (usuaily, the first Caen of each "slop consonant on a tape). Each author transcribed,
instrumentally analyzed and me surd each item. In several cases, the six Rallis had been *restyled by
on or the other authOr several months previously. Thus, the comparison cheeks indicated ,both inter-
and intre- observer reliability. In the reliability check procedure (as in the regular analysis procedure),
provision was made to allow an observer to label any utterance as a problem which should then be

ti
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referred to the weekly group meetings. Three of the 35 reliability check items were identifiedtas
problems by both authors independently. Excluding these three iten(s, the two authors agreed to
within 6 ms on 97% of the items checked. During the weekly group meetings, Project staff reit:ived-the
problems for two of the thiee problem utterly's: the third item was rejected.,

v

For each child, each anchor point 4/es analyzed separately. When definitive VOT values were
obtained for fifteen tokens of each of theisix stop consonants, separate frequency distributions were
drawn and the mean, standard deviation:and range calculated. Tests of significance wereiliade of the
differences between the mean VOT of the voiced and.voiseless phonemes at each place of articulation:
Throughout, the probabilities given are for one-tailed t-tests. Where F values are significant, separate
variance estimates are used; where they are not significant, pooled variance estimates are used. In
general, when the differences between means wore significant, they were highly signifIcantl'and when
they were not significant, they were not at all, close to kigrifficance. Since the distributions were no)
completely normal, in the few cases where differencesbetween.the means were, just significint, a non-
parametric test (the Mann-Whitney U test) was also used in all cases, Phis test gave the same level Of
significance as the paramekric t-test.

If the differences between the means for a voiced-voiceless pair was significant at one
anchor point but not at the preceding point, the intervening sessions were instrumentally analyzed,to
determine more precisely the poatt of change. If the differences betwien the means for a pair were
not significant on contiguous sessions or anchor points, the data from these sessions were combined
for additional statistical arhiilyses:Ithe difference between the means for each pair from the collapsed
sessions were compared (one-tailed t-tests), and a two-way analysis of variance was carried out.
Thus, there are two separate cases in which' data from separate sessions were collapsed: (1) cases in
which the chid on early sessio did not produce the requisite fifteen tokens per stop; and'(2) cases in
which thedata did not show a nsistent significant difference across several contiguoUs sessions. The'
decision to collapie data in later clod; was motivated by the assumption that if no significant
change occurred over the t period, the data from that time period represented' a single stage and

thus were comparable.

1f
3.0 Results

( 51

1' Data from individual children will be discuised io sections 3.1 (Tom), &Lama), 3.3 (Jane)
and 3.4 (Jay). Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 contain the mean VOT, number of tokens, standard de4ittipn and
range of productions fof each stop consonant on each session analyzed for :ad; of the childreit Also ,

included in these tables are the significance. levels for the Offerelice.betweon the. tisane for eir.h
voiced- voiceless, pair fop each session significance levels given are for one- tailed t-tests. Figures 1, 2,
3 and 4 plot the range of ip'dividual tokens. of each sto p- consonant in each session of, Tom, Tessa, Jane
and Joylrespectively. The table and figure for each efilld's.data will ippeer in theappropriatiesection.
The disc ion in section 4.0 will focus on the similarities and differences across'childien.

4.

10
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in- the following sections, reference will be made -to primarily three categories of data (te?rns
in quotation marks wilt be given precise 'definitions in the fdllowing paragraphs).' CATEGORY I. Data
show no evidence for the.acquisitibndi a contrast: the tokens for both the voiced acrd voleWeak stops
fall within the "short lag region" (and typically show the same iocidencs of prevoicing); and_the
difference betvieen the means for 'each pair of stops iz, not signifieantly different,- nor is there. a
consistent relationship between tile' means such that over a number of sessions, ihe mean for the
voiceless stop is alweyi longer than the mean for the voiced stop. CATEGORY. U. Data provide
evidence for' the ac,q4isition of a contrast, which is, however, not adult -like: the difference between the

mean VOT values of the.veiced-voiceless stops is significant but the mean VOT values for. both the
voiced and voiceless. stops fall within the adult perceptuej *phoheme boundaries" for the'voiced stop
(Category ii=Ay or close to within these b'quadaries (Category U-8). Category N-A data. re particularly.
(Category

because the contrast that the child is making is presumably not perceptible to adults. For
Category 11-5 data, fchilts would presumably have difficulty recognizing the contrast since the majority
of voiceless stop hbkensly,pically fall within the adult pe;ceptual boundaries for -the voiced stop.
CATEGORY Data values": the means for the Child's voiced and voiceless stops fall
within the appropriate pho boundaries; inCategory111-A, the means for the voiceless stops (and_
usually the voiced stops also) are considerably longer than adult means; and in Category- 111-8, the
means for the voiceless stops land the voiced stops) ore shortened back toward adult means. It
appears that 'these categories may in fadt reflect three general velopmentel stages, ordered as*presented (see section 4.0).

*

di
We will adopt the following conventions for -defining the "-Mimetic ,regions- on the VOT

continubm.: The "short lag region"- will be from 0 'to +20 for labial and...alveolar steps (fellowirigo
Kewley-Port and Preston 1974 (apicals only) and Zlatirvind Koenigakecte1976 llibials, and apicals)),
Ind from 0 to +40 ms for velars (cf.. 2latin'and Keenigsknecht 1976). This definition of short lag as 0 to
+20 ms has been adopted to fatilitate.direit comparison of our data to the data sin Kewley-Pott and
Preston on which they bise their, claim thsith, VOlvalues or a majority of productions by 'children of
the age'we'are studying will fall within the short tag region. In addition, as defined,, it fits reasonably
well with the Lisker and Abramson definition of short lag (0 lo`+25 ms) and with the range of short lag
production reported by those authors for English:. /b/ 0 to 45 n /d/ 0 to +25 ms; /g/ 0 to +35 ins.
We will need to refer to Ns *short lead region' for labials and :Orators; this region will be, -20 to -1
me' (prevOiEed velar stops wore'extramady r4re). This short lead region; which is not precisely defined
in any study, corresponds roughly to the"hole just below zero' that Lisker and Abramson it'd* to bia
the one region on the( VOT continuum which is not utilized in voicing systems of languages of the wood
The long lag registry"), will be +60 to +100 ms, and the long lead region" will be -125 to -75'
following the Lisker and Abramson general descriptions (1964).

To arrive at some refetetiopaPgint for the adult language to which the children's data may be?compared,
we use the adult data r ed in lisker and Abramson 1964, Klatt 1975,"and Zlatin 1974.

Since these authors report slightly different mean Vat --yelues for each stop, we will assume thet a

child's VOT mein for a stop is "adult-IOW if 'it Ialls within the range of mean VOT values reported for( (-
that stop in the' adult data: /b/ +1 to +11 Ms; /d/ 4 to +17 me; bi/ +21 to +27 ms; /p/ +47 to +65 me;

It/ +67 to +75 ms; and /k/ +70 to +85 ms. SecondarilY, the child's data will be, judged adult-like. If the

-
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inter -place relationship is consistent (i.e. labials shorter then alveOlars, which are shorter then velars)
and the child's voiced and voiceless stops have nog-overlapping ranges (a characteristic of11dult stops
reported in somn 'but not all 'studies). Presismably, cot:I'm:rabia adult data. (e.g. fully conversitionei)

.would show overlap between ranges; however, the 'children must 100: tcf produce at least' fairly
discrete categories, and to do so, they must reduce of not .eliminate) the number of extreme tokens. lt
was not expected that any of the children would show all thine three characteristics of adult sPoich.

°,' .-
t

In din ini Category 114:data, we will find it helpful to discuss the mean VOT values for
the children's pr tion data in relation to the "phoneme boundaries" in adult, perception. Similar to
the slight disparit between figures in reports on the mesh VOT iplueS of hops produced by adult
English speakers, there is also some disagreement as to the precise location of tfei boundary between .
the voided and voiceless phorbmes t. e., the so; perceptual, cross-over point) in the perception
literature on English. 'Here, we will adopt a compromise set of figures: +30 ms rbr labial and alveolar I
phonemesrand +50 ms for 'the velar phonemes (cf. Baker and Abramson 1967b; Zlatin 1974; Pisani and
Lazarus 1974; and_others). We do this in order to have a rough :idea of the way in which an adult
speaker of English would perce91u-illy categorize the early ,productions of the children studied. %rip ,

this boundtry is approximate, we will simply. suggest that, when the means for both child phonemes
(and the VOT Values forthe majority of tokens) fall within or nearly within the boUndeiles-of one adult
phoneme, -an adylt will edher fail tq perceive or at least have considerable trouble contitiently neiwing
We contrast that the child is making. We will futher assume that an adult would categorically. perceive
the child's productions in ,most cases as' Warning to the adult v phoneme, and ijuLigest that, since.
the child continues tog improve this contrast-in the appropriate di thin, it appears that the child does)
so in the absince of diret poiitivii reinforament

1

from adults.
.\ 1

..:, _A- ,.. .
7 - I

Yet we me that speakers of any langOage may learn to modify their pircepttli sets as
an adjuitrnont to the speech of unusual s akers (e.g. foreign speakers of English)- or to unusual/
hatching oircumstancese.g. as on a tele line). It is-possible that with repeated exposure to-the
child's speech, a parent could learn to hear the child's contrast. We will assume that there must be.
limits to such perceptual adjush4ent. e, Hirsh 1959, Hitsh and Sherrick 1961, Stevens and
Klatt 1974 and Pisani 1977'claim that roughly ms is tie minimum _amount of difference between the
temporal onset of two. events--sach as obetween a purst and the onset of voicing--required for
listener to judge the two events as sequential, a judgment which would ite necessary to the
identification of *Engin): phonemic voicelessness. If approximately 20 does In fact represent the
lower limit on the region of perceived temporal order sequence, it Would be impossible for 'en adul
(using only VOT as the perceptual cue)ItO hear, the contrast that Tessa,, for example, was making,.
between /b/ /p/ on session. 6 when the VOT means were 4.07 me and +14.43 me 'respectively '
kp.029) and where 84% of ill.toluans fell within the 0 to +20 ms range. While the' psycho-koustic
b is for the perception of voicing in initial position -(e.g. the'+20 ms argument in Pisani 1977)'may be
disputed, the catogoripla nature of adult perception is not, and it is ultimately on the:lamas that we will
assume 'there to be limas to the perceptual modiffeatkIn possible incnatural language use situations.

In these calm whirrs the children were achieving a significant difference btweefi the_,ene

at
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. and yet where both means fell within the perceptual boundaries for one' adult phonon% (Category 2),
weas trained phoneticiansdo not believe that lee cane reliably hear the contrast (except -for those 7
tokens that fell well outside' the boundary), and we were in fact satirised by the results.. Since VQT is
only one 6f leveral acoustic cues for the perception of voicing in English, it is possible that some other

igteribute (e.g. burst amplitude' or fundamental frequency of the followinvvowel, etc.) could be found in .

children's productions and used by an adult to perceive the contrast; again,,wcan only repeat
., A.

that we could not perceive.the differences. Clearly, thiiperceptibility of these early 'within one adult .'., r ,

phoneme' contrasts requires further investigation.'
,_

- ..,,.

.ti

1. ./1
' To- evaluate these earl contrasts ancfthe Nit* one adul ') cat'ffes where

over a large number of sessio the mean VOT for the adult voiceless p ietently longer
than and yet not significentl different from the mean for the voiced , -we examined 'the
variables of: (1) vowel height;.(2) stress; (3) individuaWords; and (4) mode of eilcifeflon. Both a high /
vowel and a stressed vowel (variables 1 and 2 respectively) have bilien repotted by at least some
researchers to lengthen the VOT of a preceding' voiceless (1.a. long lag) Atop and ire some cases to
affect the VOT of a preceding short 14 stop (see Klatt 1975and Smith 1975 On vowel height; and Usker
and Abramson 1967a and Klatt,I975 oft stress). .Thelexical diffusion model of sound `change (cf. Chen
and Wang 1q75) may be interpreted to predict that when the voian-i contrast is beginning to emerge,
long lag values would be 'found first in a few words and then gradually spreadjo ether lexical items;
thus, the differ?nce in the mean V01" between a voiced and voiceless stop pair could be achieved by

alc for a few individual words (variable 3). Barton 1976 found that for some children.the,voicing 11/
contrast as 'correctly produced /imitator; utteranceseilaiiier than in spontaneously produced
utterances riable 4). In all cases, ritilcorrelatroh'was found: 'thus it-is not the cps that the longer
mean VOT values for the voiceless stops (in Category II) were mused by s greater incidence of
voiceless stops ib stressed an /or high vowil environments Or in imitated productions, or by the
behavior, of individual words. Throughout the corpus for each child, tokens for any particular word
showed the sane range of VOT values as-the general range of VOT values for the stop consonant as a
whole (a few exceptions to the general pattern will be discussed in the following sections). Of the four
variables, stress .was largely irrelevIt.,nt, since nearly ail of the children's, produttions in these early
stages were one word utterances of initial syllable strips: .sep words. We Conclude- then that such
consistent differences (although small) bistween the an Vin-values for the voiceless and voiced stops
indicate some attempt on the chikteparT to dietiegrN in prOductionbetween the members of cognate

-pairs. These' analyses were don: for data in Category 11.:;and will be mentioned below where
appropriate. Since no similar analyses of data in Category IN were carried out, we therefore do sot
rule out the possibility that stress, 4or example, may have a significant effect on long lag stops.

-

.o
to the following sections for sachchild, we will discuss the data for each child in relation to

the three categories and in relation to the perception and productionrcharacteristrcs of adult voicing
described above; the main goal will be to describe each child's individual path of deveiopmeni. In

&Allan, *soh sectiOh will discuss other characteristics (in some cases, idiosyncratic) of each child's
productions, as for example the distribution of initial stop words in the child's vocabulary ("lexical
asymmetries'). ,

13
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At the begioning-of the study when Tom was 1;6.24, -his data sevealedga bias towards words,
beginning with Ail, /d/ and /k/ (figures below are for the total number ot_different words andtokee
',roamed on sessions 1-3): /b/;12 words, 64 tokens; /p/ 6 kords, 14 tokens; /d/ 7 lords, 40 tOlteM;

3- words, 6 tokens; /g/ 1 word, 2 tokens; /k/ 7 words, 2b Nikons. The distribution was, howevir,
fairly even by session 7. Since not enough tokans of /t/ and /g/ were collected from the first anchor
point (sessions 1 through 3), sessions 4, and 5, were also analyzed. Only the data from session 5 will
be presented, since session 4 contained only 1 /g/ token and no It/ tokens.

Tom's data show evidence for a significant voicifg contrast at all three places of art strati
throughout~ the,study; although the mean VOT Vakie% for voiced and voiceless stops usually wi
the appropriate snort and lo'ng lag regions, there were some thanges over lime. 7

1

On 'sessions 1-3 (1;6.24 to 1;7n, t mean VOT values for /ptk/ are considerably shorter
than ad t mean valiasa, (Category 11-8). The mean 70T values for /b/ and /d/ are within the range of
adult /b/ /d/ mean values (the mean ter /b/ is +7.6 ras, eicluding negative VOT tokens)._ Tom's Nto
values for /g/ are similar to his means for /b/ and /d/ but are considerably *horter than adult /g/
values would.be. (Table 3).

Although 'Tom's mean.VOT values are ,noLadult-like, there was very little overlap between
the ranges for the voiced and voiceless stops, and Tom's contrasts were generally perceptible to
adults. Only five /p/ tokens fell in the short lag region atd six (46s) fell' within the perceptual
boundaries, for the adult /b/ phoneme. For the alveolars,- although there were only six /t/ /tokens,
there was egr overlap between -the Td/ and it/ Vol 'runic and none of the /t/:values fell in the short
tag region; however, three of the /t/ tokens (50V fell within the adult perceptual boundaries for /di!
Similarly, for the velars, although there/ were orot two /g/ tokens, both were short lag and only threw
6f fifteen /k/ tokens fell within the short lag range; however, six /k/ tokens (40%) fall within the adult
perceptual boond fries for /g/. (Figure 1). Thus, although the raille of values for /p,t,k4(up to +85
ms, +106 ms and +140 ms, respectively) show that Tom clearly had s'phonological voicing distinction,'
the fact that 40% or_50% of all voiceless tokens fell within the adult voiced phoneme perception
boundaries means that.Tom hid not fully mastered productive. Control-over voicing, and it is likely the(
adult,' would label nearly half of his 'voiceless' stops- as, being phonemically 'voiced' (Category
nearly half of his /p,t,k/ stops were in fact transcribed as voiceiess, unesigrated.

Data from s*ssion'5 (an) are very different: the mean VOT valiant foi /tk/ are
considerably longer than adult mean valins (Category Ill-A) and the mean VOT values fol.--/bdg/ likewise
increased (Table 3). The mean for /p/ falls at the lower end of the range (+47 to t+65 me) reported for
/p/ in the speech of adults; since the mean for /p/ is within the adult range, it should. be_ categorized
as 1118. This case is=onirof`two (see sectIon.3.2)1hat are exceptions to the general rule Chet the child's
mean for a voiceless consonant shifts abruptly from Category 118 to Category silA (cf. the discussion in
section 4).
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Session

AP

1-3d
.

5 6-7 io/
1;6.24- . 1;4.29 1;9.12- 1;11.4 21;1.17
1;7.7 1:9.23

V

/11'/ moon'

S
S.D.

rouge,

/p/ giros

S.D.
roost

sig. 1,441

11.27
is
35.1111

+347
15
18.09

+7.60

13

4.23- ,

-9.97
13
23.62

.07

25.
.47417 _.Z8/.4.33 44423 - 56/418 -80/440

+40.44 444.38 .1:71.40 446,47 +32.33
13 Lk' 13 13 13
26.17 14.30 38.40 ' 33.20 29.9 ke,

410/483 442/447 0/4441 44/4424 44/4128

p4.001 pc.001 ot.001 ps..001 pF.001

gig.lovol

or
44.33

is

44,at
.

441.6t
6 7*

31.70
424/.0106

.-.--

40.47'
LS
6.93

43/411

442.75
4

44.32
+24/4188

*44.07 _
13 -

13.71.
0/447

*446.33

13

40.30
44/4443-

+5.00

* LI

33.47
402/446

1,

+47.20
13'

27.78
447/4405

43.01
13

3.63 1
0/+10

+61.93
14
34.43

+3/4134

9." pc.001 pc.001 _p(7061 pc.001

vig.lave1

t

+12.30
.2

7:42

44/444
.

449.33
is
33.33

+21+140

+30.00

3 .

1.13
+18/447
.

+4143
. is c
43.27-

4431+173

443.13--
is
32:30

+4/4126

.465.27
is
3446-

+17M134

+17.47 ,

is
23.34
-4494

+40.37
14
63.97

+13/4440

+11.73
.

is
12.96

,4t444

*41:60

g.44,
446/+170

00:0A5 p.013 p.001 p0.002 p4.001
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Oats from sampans 6 through 10 show that Tom is' graduallxshortening the VOT values for
/tk/ ane/d/back toward adult-like values; the means for. /b/ sod )p/ increase on JOISSiOns 6-7 to
values longer than adult values (Category II1A) and then decrease .on' session 10 (Table 3).
Unexpectediy,however, the mean VOT for /g/ continued to increase such that on sessions 6 and 7, it
fell nearly in the peiTeptuil boundaries for adult /k/ (n.b. Abramson and Lisker 1967b report
approximately t40 me as the boundary between /g/ and /k/ for adults). By session 15 (241.17) the
last recording Session, the Means for most stops fall within the appropriate short or (modeittely)
long lag regions; however, his stops are not Completely adult-like. For example, his mean for /p/ is
considerably shorter than an adult /p/ would be, whir. the_ Means for /t/ and /k/ are longer than the
respective 'adult means would be. Without data from uksitcliient months, it is impossible to determine
what trend is WHO .established. Since siucfiesslof adults have shown that VOT values for stops

'embedded in sentences are shorter than'the VOT values forsseops in isolated words, it is reasonable for
Tom's VOT values to decrease somewhat, since he wet producing increasingly longer sentences" as he
was maturing; thus, the plausible hypothesis of the interaction of sentence length stop VOT, values
would apply to the change seen in /P/ on session 15. However, the mains for /t/ /k/ (which hed,,_
been decreastrfg since session 5) increased again on session 15(whethar this represon what could be
considered 'normal' fluctualbn within a angle stag or a significant deveidpmental c carroPte
known.

White there was the change in me VOT volues described' above, it: was nev poles' true
that throughout the stuck?, most VOT values for all six, stops fell within the perceptual boundaries for
tlappropriate adult phonemes. Poi' the voiced 'atom Tom produced some tokens with voicing teed.
(range -104/-1); these prevoicediokens were usually for the voiced labial stop. There were very few
tokens of the voiced stops which fell in the adult voiceless phoneme bOundaries. In contrast to the
restricted range for voiced stop productions, the voiceless stops'showed great variability: there -weir a,
wide range of values that extended well into the short lig region and well beyond the (adult) long lag
'region. While there are AO published adult data collected under completely comparable conditions
fully conversational speech), it is. probably that Toni's voiceless stops exhibited greater variability than
Ault data would. This. Wide range of variability was not due to individual lexical items: individual
words showed tAe,sorne range of `VOT values as oficier words) ejitnhing with the same initial stop.

3.Z Tessa ,

On session 1 when Tessa was 1;4.28, she was using slightly more b-, d- and k-initial words
than words begireting with p-, t- or g- (figures below are for the total number of different words and
tokens prodUced on session 1): /b/ 8 words, 31 tokens; /p/ 3 words, -5 tokens; /d/ 3 words, 24
tokens; /t/ 2 words, 12, tokens; /g/ 4 wo'r'ds, 7 tokens; /k/ 5 words,,19.tokens.4 Tessa spontaneously
produced a large number of utterances (see Table 2), would. freely and correctly respond to questions
designed to elicit stop-initial words (and would also imitate such words), and in general showed no
evidence of deliberate avoidance of particular word-types; This slight asymmetry quickly disappeared.
The asyninietry that did exist at the beginning was not as obvious a factor in her acquisition of voicing
as was the lexiCal asymmetry in Jane's data (see section 3.3).

1"..: 7:1
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Tess: produced lead voicing.on /bp/ and /d/ on session /b/ two tokens; /p/ one token;
and /d/ five tokens. After this session, only /b/ was produced with lead voicing (range -34/-5 m the
number of /b/ tokens produced with lead voicing varied from twine (out of 15 tokens, sessions 8 and
16), 1 (outtof 15, on both sessions 6 and 7), 2 tout of 14, session 11) to `:3 (out of 15, session 3-4).
Across all sessions and ail stops, sixty percent of all preVoiced tokens fell in ttst short lisied region (=
20/-1 ms), and)none wer'greater than -34 ms.

It.

Tessa acquired a voicing contrast first at the alveolar, than at labial and finally at the
velar place of articulation; three stages reflecting this order aredesilribed below. In general, Tesses
data more than Jane's) change over-tgee moving from Category I... through Category IN-A; this progress
toward adult values is a gradual one, covering about a four monfhperiod.

3.2( Stage 1 (44.28 to
ti /'

Stn. 1 (iessions 1 and 3-4) in Teess'e data is one- in ,which stioi has a contrast at the
alveolar (Category II-A) but not at the' labial or velar places of, rticulation (Category I). On session 1
(1;evi

nu: for a contrast comes from the distribution Of lead and long lag tokens: the only prevoiced.
the. mean VOT tot Id/ is''significantly. different frOm the mean for /t/ (Table 4). Further

tokens are for /d/, and the only tokens that fall outside the .short Ng region are productions of /t/
(Figure 2).

it

For the labials on session 1, the mean for /p/ is actually less thin the mean for /b/, and the
ranges for both are simiia. On 3-4, the /p/ mian is longer than that fdr /b/. Neither
difference is significant (Table 4). difference6 mean VOT (WIWI A/ and /p/ on sessions 3-4 is
largely caused by one producti9n of 2110, +111 ms. if we all elhis token; the. Mein and range for
/p/ becomes much more similar, to those for /b/: /b/ +4.5 ma (range -34/428_msk /Pr +10.10 ms
(range +4/+28 me). This production of pia is the only one for this word in the corpus prior tesession
11 (un +74) at which point all /p/ tokens fall in the range +32 to +176, ma

,

Flin is an exceptional-utterance On this session in that no other -words are produeid with
long lag voicing until session 8 (FiguttaitTlIng VOT for Rid may ildicete that this word was a
Lexical exception (on session 3-4) to rerieral rule for producing /p/ es short lag in which case
it might indicate the beginning of a Word-ray-word spread of long lag voicing through her lexicon (cf.,
the leXical diffusion model). However, throb ghout Teesaislorpus, tokens for any particulacword show
the same range-of VOT values as the general rang of VOT values for the stop consonant sa a whole:
Omit, for example, was produced as both short I (+20 mg) Ind long lag (+67 ms and +75 aas)_,
session 8 when the range for p-words (0/+107 nu) covered the short to long lag region also. Shia no
other words were produced consistently as an exception to the general patterns for a given stage, we
conclude then that the long lag production of ogn was accidental or at least extra - systemic.

18
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Tablet 4. TIM: mean TM setae., member of tokens, stvedsvd destacisas Pad row
nor each 'top. b3 session.

Session

age

tb/ mean_
N
S.D.
range

/p/ mesa

S.D.
range

/d/ mean

s.D.
?vase

/t/ mess

S.D.
roues*.

sig./oval

/s/ ease

S. r.

/k/ sees

S.D.
now

4

1 14_- 6 7 a 11 16

1;4.25 10.18-
1;5.30

1;1.6 1;7.13 . t;7.27
,

.

102

/

.2040
_

stl.lsViei

+4.33

13.11

44.07
13

13.71

. /

13

.10

+4.33

, 13

10.10

+11:10

13

11:63

42744
14
22.16

442.93
.

11.13
- 32/ +23 slii423 -27/421 -22/445 0/444 -17/463 41449

.

-1.86 +19.27 414.43* +17.92 +44.93 +54.93 443.40
5 11 - 14- 12 14 i 13 13
18.36 31.17 9.47 17.31 31.39 36.14 47.78

-34/49 +4/4211 0+40 44/440 . 0/4107 +3114176 +19/+207
.

po.013 *..001 po009, pc.007. p..001

+2.40
15

10.81

-21/414

+20.50
8
13.09

+7/443
,...

.

s

+13.33
13

9.61
44/441

+31.92

13 .

13.26
+191+61

*417.13
13

8.48
44/'

+44.33
13

43.89
427/4193

416.13
13

3.38
45/431

+88;93
13
3343

,444W4165

+15.93
13

8.96
+6/432

+100.20
'13
68:38

413/4137

oll001 K.001 pc.001 sc.001 pc.101,

417.00
A
3.63

411/442

419.93
13

12.44
4:3/400 "'

..v4

447.00

ii,

2839
43/4400

+30.30
10

11.32
+17/417

_

446.86
14

41.31
+15/4130

+74.60
13

34.86
+43/4148,

+43.33
13
35.46
434136

+160.27
13

33.92
4.46/4181

+30.13
13

21.42
+9/445

+123.93
.

13

73.70
*214966

...
0.013

.

pe.001 V4.601
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a - On session 1, there is no Contrast byttinsin the velar voiced-voiceless stop!: the difference
between the mean for /g/ and that for 1K/ is not siviicant (Table 4), grid all /g/ tokens and all but
one /k/ token fall within the short lagingion (Figure

4

.3.22 Stage 2 (1:7.6 to 1:7-13)

During stage 2 (sessions S and 7), Tosses data show evidence for a contrast between /b p/

(Category Il -A) and /dn/ (Category 1-8), but not for a contrast between the vs* Stops.' The mean
VOT valuei and the majority of tokens far /b/ and /pi on both sessions 6 and 7 fall within the
perceptual b6undaries for the adult voiced phoneme, as-did the means for 7d:t/aduring stage 1. The
differenca.between the mean VOT values for /d/ and /1/ (session 7) is also significant; note that the
mean for it/ fails just outside %Ole perceptual boundaries for the adult voiced phoned*. (Table: 4) On
session 7, .a majority of the tokens for both /p/ and 7t/ fall outside the .short lag region, wHile nearly'
all ,tokens of /b/ and /d/ are within this region (figure 2). In separate analyias;no correlation was
found bebv tti# length in VOT of the stops and whether the stop'pricecied a high vowel or occurred
in .aryirnitit production; all tokens we of initial stops in stressed syllables.

iqrcontrast, the cliffeeenCe between the Mean VOT values for /g/ and /k/ Is not significant
-crabs. 4), and the ipajority foe /g/ (but not for N) fellafor the first time outside the short
lag region (cf. the distributien.of lens onsessiowl, figure 2).

3.23 Stage 3 (1;7.27 to t;12)

.
. i

On session 8.0;7.* Tessa has (contrast between the voiced-voiceless stops st all three
pieces of articulation: the data for /b p/ fall in Category 1-8, those for /dst/ in Category III-A and those

for /g*/ in Category II-8 (Table 4).!° On sessionN, all We :pulps of articulation show highly
significant differences also (Category 11-01 for all three

, Tessa's stops are net adult -like. thee mein VOT value's for /b/ (sessions 6,7,8 and
IA for /d/ sessions 7-Ind 8) and for /g/ (sessions 7,itad 8) progressively increased, usually as the
hiean /Ot values for the voiceless stops incresesilloila a result, Tessa's mean values for the voiced
stops are more 'finale' to adult mean values for these Opp on session 1 than on session 8. Similarly,
Tessa's voiceless s tops' also become less adult liti:ebver #10e: /p/ (session 11), /t/ (sessions II and 11)
and /k/ (session 11) are considerably longer than the longest adult means, whereas enviously the
means for theta stops had been vaduaRy approaching the shortest of the adult means. The lack of
cdrrespiindince between Tessa's voicing system and-that of 'adults is also shown by the following: on
session 8, her mean for /p/ felts nosey within the perceptual boundaries for adult /b/ (8/15 tokens S
30 tros), and Ker , /g/ mean falls newly within the aduilt perceptual boundaries (5/14 tokens a 50

t
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The mean ffir /k on session 8 falls within the range (+70 to +85 ms) reported for /k/. in the
'speech of adults, and theireitestiotilebe categotized as 1118.' Tessa's- /k/ mean on this session and

Tom's /p/ mean on session 5 are the only cases wlich violate the,genersi progression of data through
Categories 1113 to 111A; in all other cases (i.e. Tessa's /p/ and /k/, Tom's /t/)ind /k/ and Jane's /p,t,10),
the children's voiceless stop means are initially shorter than 'dun means (115) and then considerably
longer than adult means (111A). in seven out of nine cases, the stage -wise nature of 118 followed
by IIIA hOlds; in the remaining two a ?Itnsitibn stage occurs (chronologically) between 118 and lilA

stage in whiih the child's i less stop mean is in fact adult-like 0.11. a stage technically '1118'
in the present descriptive system). The surprising near- absence of such 'transition' data will be

ussed in section 4.0.

An examination of The range of productions in Figure 3 shows that Tessa's /p/. tokens
gradually' move into the adult /p/ range(sessIons 1 through 11) and that her /h/ and /k/ somewhet\.,
more quickly move no the appropriate adult sang's. For all six consonants, the ranges of values are
-considerably larger than adult ranges for the same stops; it appears that Tessa is in some sense
exploring phonetic space in her attaipt to determine the appropriate phonetic targets toe section
4.0). .

Stage 3.24 Stag; 4 (2010)

For Tessa as for all the children, the final stage in the development is one in which adult-like
productions are achieved. For Tessa, the VOT mean and range for ail six stops 41.e., Category
session 1 i) must be shortened back toward adult values.

)..e'" , r

r However on session 16 (2A10)the last time she was recorded, the mean VOT values .for
/ptk/ are longer than on session 11 (Table 4). These means, which are considet'ably longer than adult
means would be, have increased as the ranges of tokens have increased (Num X. In ;ontrast, the

,

mean VOT values for /bdg/ have decreased, as compared with the respective means on session 11
(Table 4). The mean for ./d/ is within the adult range of mean VOT values (+5 me to +17 ins). The
shortening of the mean for /g/ is important: on session 16, the /g/ mean is well within the adult -

perceptual boundaries for /g/ for the first t since session 1.

3.3 Jane I-

Tabulation of of ell stop-initial words produied on with session shows that Jane's sessions 1
through 7 (1;6.19 to 12.24) were characterized by a prepbnderance of b- initial words (16 , 130
tokens). Words beginning with p- and g- were comparatively uncommon: during the same time
she used only three p- initial words (16 tokens) and only three g-initial words-(3 tokens); k-initl words
were more common (6 words and 23 tokens). on.sisssionil when she was 49.15, she w using
roughly equal numbers of all stop- words except for g-initial words; at this point. she still only used

22
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three s h words, By the next session (when she was loom, she was using at least eight words of
each ty v

In contrast do the lexical asymmet at the labial and velar pfaces'df' articulation, the number
and frequency of d- and t-initial words were roughly equal over time. Although at the beginning, B-
and t-initial words were few in number= {four words of each type) (and d-initial words were-produced _

slightly more often), from sessions 1 through 7, she produced t words frequently: five d- initial
words .( tokens) and nine t-initial words (24 tokens).

The above pattern of vocabulary acqUisition correlated in an interesting way-with .Jane's

4, acquisition of the Voicing Contrast.' She first had a contrast of voicing at the alveolar 'place of
articulation, and the number and frequency of.d- and Pinitial words 'were approximitell equal froth the
be inning. She acquired the contrast between /b/ and /p/ on session 8I development w was
ac n;panied by a lards -Wallas* in the rounitier and frequency of p-initial words; prior to sees' 8, the
number and4requency of ,b-initial words waeitgnificantly greater than that for p-initial words, and the
VOT values for /p/ nearly aU fell /b/ range as did the VOT values for /b/. On session 9,
when the-inAir and frequency of g-4 words increased substantially, the difference, betvieen the
mean VOT of /g/ and /k/ is significant for the first time prior to this point (from sessions 1 to 8), Jane
used three g-initial words (only 4 tokens) and save'', k-initial words (38 tokens), and /g/ was treated
by Jane as if it were /k/ (cf. session 8 discusied below Where-810g/ tokens are ienvlad to the long lag

1---
region at the same time that /ptk/ shift).

Among the four subjects, Jane used the greatest amount of voicing lead. oughout the
study, 9% to 40% of all /6/ tokens were prdduced with voicing leact. From sessions 1 ough 8, a
similar proportion of /p/ tokens was produced with voicing lead (14% to129%), but the e for Wed
was considerably narrower (-35 to -6 ms),than the 'an'e of lead for /b/ (-139 to -2 me). Jane
stopped producing /p/ *ith voicing lead after session 8, the session on which the /b:p ast wits
acquired. She began producing voicing' lead on /d/ at sessions 4 and 5 and on /g/ on ,session 11; /t/
and /k/ were never produced with' voicing lead. The-consistency with-which she produced voicing lead
on /b/, the use of long lead (in addition to short lead) and the possible spread of voicing lead to /d/
and /g/ suggest 'that Jane may be one of the set-of English speakers that produce at least some
proportion of the voiced stops with vilting lead.

INIS.r.t.7"..' 7,4 C

Aspreviously mentioned, Jane (like Tessa) acquiredAhe voicing contrast first` at the alveolar,
then at the labial and finally at the velar place of articulation; this developmental .older will be
described as three stages in the following discussion of her data. Unlike Tessa however,,cipiy one set
of data t/d:th stage 1) fit Category 'and noneNfit into Category 11-8. Ittontrast to the ,gradual
Progression co? voiceless stop tokens into the long lag region seen in Tess0 Ate, the 'same trw*tion
In Jane's data appears to bemuCh more abrupt; however, this - `abruptness' may be partially to
sampling interval.

3.31 Stage 1 -(1;6.19 to 1a243
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fable S. JAR: mese vPT value*, member of tokens. 4tabdarddevirtions and-elle
for keh +tee, by 44t441on.

Session

Age

/b/ moan
$

S.D.

1-sege

/0/ mean
8
S.D.

-ante

'1-3 4 -5 6-7
. 1. -7 8 . '9 11 16

1;6.19
1;6.29

1;7.12-

1;7.26

1:8.20-
1 :8.24

.

1 ;6.19-

1;8.24

.

1;9.15 1:10.7 1:11.0 2 :1.16

11
26.34
81144

-0.29-
7

13.02
i1/ +14

414S."

'27.91
.81/4.54

- ,

s 0

-

. -

I'S."
14.54
.45439

'46.57
7

33.00 1.

-35451

:91
,. 24.21

.41439

+2.64
14
24.29

- 35/ +51

4.67
43.95 :

4.139443,

+445.50

12.

07.55
-7/4209

.

t

L0.40

15

0.42
-46/431

4120.87
13
40.45

+41/4248

.4.91

11,

37.i1/414,

-110

i

+71.39
13

, 26.91
4454136

p..002 0(.001 0(.001

41g.level

/g/ mean
8

S.D.
range

mess

S.D.

sig.level

I

24.70
0 .

)...1' 1 .59

0/448

7.13

.77

/4114

442.02
11,

10.98
-13/498 ,

+20.83
6 ,
5.64

414/424

+14.25
0

15.44
44/+44

+22.10
10

13.10
44445

+17.31
29

13.26
- 13/+41

+00 21---
-24'.

26.63
+8/4118

415.80

15
44.45 ,

-13S/440

44.51-3i'
8

73.41.
4100/4270

'-1-7-1:/!0;5

4

+7.67

15

+122.13°
IS

' 56.59
444/4197

447.284

15

9.03
+4/ +34

+109.23
. 13

48.76
+13/4174

v0.019 oc.M1 ,<.091 o$,.001

+29.00
1

-

-

4
448.00

2 I

..1.41.

41:na

5.29

+131.67
3

59.10

412:00 .,444.47
12
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15

13.52

*
454.14
14

59.47 .

469 . 457/439 429419 444/4185 +7445 -49/444 434196

445.00 461.54 441.26 44400 0177.42 4444.77 +134.27 +124.62
1 9 12 , 22 12 13 . IS 13
- 29.16 31.09 )449 69.62 A9.70 21.29 46.87
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The first stage in Jane's data is one in- which he4;r productions show scene evidbnce fog a

contrast at .the alveolar but not at the labial- orlItitir plods of articuiation. Oil sessions ,1,- 3,.4=3 /and
6-7, the .rneen jar jt/ is always at least 8 ms, longer than the 'mien for /d/ (Tells 51. On sessions 1-3
and 6 -7, the distribution of tokens for /t/ is different from that for /O. In the data from combined
sessions 1-7, the difference between.the means is significant (Table 5) in addition to the one-tailed t-
test, a two-way analysis of variance was done,which was also significant (sp-.018). Note that the ?Men
for /t/ falls almost within the adult perceptual boundaries for the voiced phoneme (Table 5), and that
most tokens of /t/ fail within the adult perceptual boundaries for JO (Figure 3). In separate analyses,
we examined the VOT, for all tokens in relationship toy vowel height, stress and the 'variable
spontaneous-imit%ted; no correltion was founds However, a few productions of two words were

c

On session 1 (1;6.19), there were three /t/ tokens that were produced with long lag: Isty. +86
ms, +118 ms; and tesisc. +68 ms; these tokens are unusual in that no other /t/ tokens (nor any /d/
tokens) were produced with tong lag until session 8, at which point all it/ tokens. (and no Mt tokens)
were produced with long lag. The two productions of fox and the one of Los& could be interpreted as
evidence that Jane was correctly using long Jag on at least these two words (cf. the lexical diffusion

This-iixplanation seems unlikely ar the following reasons: Loy was produced three times on
the same session with short to Moderately long lag voicing (+8' ms, +11 me and +39 me); and one

,

production for a diced stop (/b/) was produced Withlong lig (seesion_4-5)rIn additio;t, the ranges for
both /d/ and /t/ inbludeda substantial proportion of tokens in the moderately long lag regiOn ahoy. .
35% of the /d/ tokens fall- between +21 'and +48 me, and 46% of the /V tokens feel betwAten +21 and

45 ms (sessions '1-7): As in the vase of ogn inTessa's corpus, we conclude that the production of
these lorht 'lag stops approximateiy 3 motstl.s prior to the long lag stage dies/rat indicate a significant'
lexical parameter at the phonetic level of VOT.

At state 1 (sessions 1-7), thereis no evidence, fors contrast between the labial or velar
-phoneme pairs: (1) the means for both /b/ and /p/ on siissions 1-3, 6-7 and 1-7 Jail betwan 0 and
+10 ms (well within the short lag region) the combined 1-7 sessions shove that /b/ and /p/ are nearly
identical (cf. the means and standarcldeviations, Table 5); and both /b/ and /p/ tokens show nevi:), the
same incidence of prevoicing (Figure 3) (2)Ake means, for both /g/ and /k/ fall within, the range Of 0 to
+52 me (Table 5), and the three /gRokens fall (within the reaill for /k/ tokens (+6 to +134 his, Figure
3):

3.32 Stage 2 (10.15)

Stage Z (session 8) is marked by the acquisition Of a contrast between /bzp/, a highly
significant difference. between /d/ and /t/, the production of /ptk/ as consistently long lag stops; and
additional evidence for a lack of a contrast between /g:k/. On first glance, it appears tfiet the shift of
/ptk/ to the long lag region occurs very abruptly. However, session & was c5nducted three weeks

`after session 7 (due td" the child's ?ie assume then that sampling interval is at least partially
responsible for The appearance of sudden change (cf. Tessa's session 7 and 8 dots_ which were
collected at a two week interval (Figure 2) and which show a less drimstk change).

.26
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Between session 7 and 8, Jane tsgancproducing at least some /p/ tokens with long lag
voicil. In the production of p-initial words, for 'session 8 (1;9.15), we find that /he only short lag
values occur in-productions of 'old words' (Lei those words whichJed been in her productive
vocabulary' since 14.19). These words are ma +37 (once also +289 me),. elf -6 ms; +9 mar +111
tones +137 ms) and osim)tin -7 nu. A9 other p-initial words produced on this session were 'new' (i.e
produced for the first time) and all were produced witn long lag voicing ($841+173 ins). This
distribution of short rak tokens word types(i.e. in old wordi only) could, be interpreted as evidence
for the gradual spread of long rag through the lexicon. ' However, each of the new words was produced
only once; 'with more tokens, these words may also have shown variability.

By this same session, the VOT values for /t/ and N also 1110VO into The long lag region,
and the means- for all voiceless stops are considerably longer than adult means (Category 111-A). The
differentia between the means for /t/ and /d/ is significant, and the ranges are non-overtePOW, In

contrast, the difference between the means for "/k/ and /g/ is not significant; as Jane moved /k/ into
° the. long lag region; she similarly shifted /g/. The two words effected are: girt which had bees

produced with. a VOT of +29 ms on session 2 was produced as +68 ma on session giaa which had
been produced as +39 ms on session 7 was produced as +142 ms and +185 ms on session al 12112,(447
ms on session 7) did not- occur in the corpus for session 8.

3.33 Stage 3 (1;10.7)

.,

Je

On session 9, Jane's productions for /g/ and /k/ show a significant difference (Category iii-
8), and thb ranges do not overlap. '`,J;is was accomplished by a shift of /g/ back into the short' leg

region. Whether this developMent constitutes perceptual learning, an advance in production or a

reorganization at the phonological level cannot be know To posit phonological. organization as the
source, one would need to assume a priori (and in of evidence) that Jane perceived the
phonological' and phonetic contrast between /g/ and /k/Nin the adult language end, secondly, that a
general phonological constraint on the complexity of her own system allowed only -a two-way voicing

crast(/boa/ and /MA The context-free phonological rules needed would be: Stage 1, /f/
tgl' Stage 2,--/-*/-01 /h/-*{k} and, Stage 3, /gi-igl /h/411 (where, in all three st

voicaaess, unespirated and (kJ is voiceless, aspirated). The motivation for such a rule change is
(given the assumption that the child's, perception is not a factor), and we know of no cases in the
literature where a child has a contrast, produces one member of the pair correctly (Id, Stags 1).and
then boles the correct production (Stage 2), except in those cases where a contaxtotensitive rule hes
been added to the grammar. We conclude then that it seems likely that the chirp in /g:k/, at stage 3
indicates that Jane has perceptually learned _to contras{,. g/ and /11/. If the explanation were
artrculatory in nature, it would be difficult to explain why she initially moved. /g/ from the short lag to
the 'tong ;ag regioh (5esaaon 6). . -

To shed additional light an this issue,, we returfig the pattern of vocabulary acqUisition
discussed at the beginning of this :faction. On session 8, when Jane shows the first evidence of- having
acquired /)::p/, the number of p-initial .words in her productive vocitiary increased from three to

.

.
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eight. Three weeks later, on session 9, when she shows the first evidence of ,having acquired ig:k/,
the number of g-initial words also increased from three to eight. In contrast, the number and
frequency of d-initial words were similar to the number and' frequenCy of tinitial words throughout.!
sessions 1 to 7 (where the difference between the means, When sessions are coilspsed\is signitkant),
and loth d- words occur* more frequently in' the- corpus then eithei p- I:wog-066mi
words. It should also be noted that not only the total number o1 individual p- and g-initial words
increased on session 8 and 9 respectively, but the number of tokens for both /p/ and /g/ similarly
increased. At 4a.st two explanations are possible: either Jane did not acquire the contrasts between
/b:12/ and /g:k/ until session,O and-9 because 'she did not 'know' sufficient' p- and g-initial words to
recognize the contrast; or she perceived the differences between /12:p/ and /g:k/ sufficiently, well to
'avoid' p- and g-initistwords, because she knew she could hot prohounce these sounds' (cf. the
phonologically motivated avoidance strategies in Ferguson and 'Farwell 1975). At least in the case of
/g:k/, the former explanation seems most _likely.

3.34 Stage (1;11.0 to 2;1.16)

Stage 4 (sessions 11 and 16) which had not been completed by the end of study,
involves the mastery of adult-like VOT values for each stop. Jane Was making prqgress toward
goal by rtenint the VOT values of /ptk/ and /bd/ (Category III-A). in contrast, the mean for
unexpect ly increased such that It once again fell within the adult perceptual boundaries for /k/. The
long medn for /g/ (+54.14 ms) is caused by thresvalues: god -+164 ins; and garbage, +116 ms and
+195 ms. All other values are 546 ms. On the same session gstssi was also produced as +27 ms; on
the previous session analyzed (session 11), 1121M, was produced as +13 .nis and garbage as +6 ms.
Thus, this change in the mean for /g/ (on session 16).wes not ,ciused by the idiosyncratic behavior of a'
newly acquired word but is rather furcher evidence isfthe variability' with wtAin...4dbeepel words were
produced.

I
3.4 Jay

Between the age! of 1;7 and 2;4 Jay did not acquire a voicing distinction in initial position
that was discernible' to the adult ,esr. Almost all initial stops were transcribed Is voiceless and
unaspirated; there are -very few errors of place and these were usually attritiutable to assimilation.
At the boginning..bf recording, there was a marked lexical asymmetry in his data such that words
beginning with b--,d`d- and k: predominated (figures babes are for the total number of different wordi
and tokens produced on sessions 1-3): /b/ 12 words, 44 tokens; /p/ 3 words, 8 tokens; /d/ 6 words;
20 tokens; /t/ 2 words, 5 tokens; /g/ 3 words, 4 tokens; /k/ 8 wordit, 29 tokens: By session 9, the
distribution was fairly even.

Jay's data were analyzed in six anchor points. Thes3,results arigiVen in Table 6 and Figtire
4. Throughout the study the vki, distribbtions had basically the sere sheracteristici. Since there...Nes
no apparent change over time, tAs data fee each stop consonant across all sessions were collapsed, and
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Tbble 6. JAY: mesa VDT volume. member of coksme.stamderd'dietetteas .ad ileto
tie *eel scow, pT seestom.
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these results are also liven in Table 6, It will be seen that the majority of VOT values for voiced and
voiceless stops fell within the short lag range. faking short lag to be 0 to +20 ms for labials and
alveolars and 0 to +40' ms for velars, therT 89.4% of all tokens fell within the short lag rang*. Over all
three places of articulation, 94.8% of tokens fell within' the range 0 to +40 ins. Of the remaining tokens,
1.9% had VOT values greeter than +40 ms and 3.3% were produced with voicing lead. While.moet of the-
tokens in the range >20 ins occurred in productions for an adult voiceless phoneme, some were for an
adult voiced phoneme; similarly, while most of the tokens produced with. voicing lead occurred in words
which began with an adult voiced -phoneme, some were for the adult voiceless phoneme. The lead
tokens were spread throughout the'range from -1 to -140 ms.

4

' S *i 't C., :'.
Although Jay did_5seemiii acquire a voicing distinction, there were some anchor pain; on

which the differences between the moon VOT values corresponding to adult voiced voiceless stops
were ',indicant. As Figure'4 shows, the significance on these sessions could not be attributed to
outlying OT values: The data can best be discussed' by looking at the three places of articulation
separatel

I _)

LABIALS. There was never a significant difference between the mean VOT values fog /bp /.
In four of the six anchor points, the difference was in the expected direction (i.e. the mean for /p/ id
veiter than the mean for AA but in the remaining two anchor points, the difference was in the
opposite direction. In the datq from the combined sessions 1 -19; the mean for /b/ was not signifiCently
different from the mean for /p/ (Table 6). Since Jay's labial data show ne evidence for a contrast, they
fit into Category 1._ There were nine examples of "king lead (six for /b/, three for /p/ Figure 4), -acid
nine examples of continuous voicing (all but one in /b/ tokens). There were mon tokenstoduced
With lead and continuous voicing towards the end of We study.

Y

ALVEOLARS. On MI the anchor points, the mean for /t/ was longer than the mean koc,-/d/;*
the difference between the means was significant on two occasions (iessions 14 and sessions 7-8, ,.
Category Furthermore; when sessions 1 -19 were combined, there was a significant difference
between the mean VOT values (Table 6); in addition to the one-tailed t-test, ;0.1/o-way analysis of
variance was carried out and was also significant (spa.011). There were eight examples of voicing'
lead: 2 token! of /dc on "session 18; 3 /d/ tokens on session 19; 1 /t/ token on session 1',6 and_2 /t/
tokens on session 19 `(Figure 4). There were also thirteen examples of conruou s voicing: 1 /d/itoken
on iission 18;sand 12 /d/ tokens On session 19.

rt

VELARS. As with the alveolars, the relationship between the swans * the . voiced and
voicilesi stops was such that this mean VOT.vatue for the voiceless stop was ;always longer than the
'mean for the voiced stop, except On session i9 where the two means were nearly Identical. The
difference between the means was silhifliant_on two anchor points (sesaione/1-6 and session18). For
the combined sessions 1-19; both the one-tailed t-test (Table 6) and a two-way analysis of terionce
(sp..021) showed the difference between the /g/ and N mean VOT values"to be significant (Category
fl-A). There were two examples of voicing leach 1 /k/ token on session 11 and 1 fr/g/ token on session
18. There were five instances of continuous voicing: 1 /g/ token and 4 /k/ iokent, all on session 19.
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For both alveolars and velars then, overall there was a significapt difference between the
means for the voiced and voiceless stops; nevertheless there was (high degree of overlap between .
the ranges, and most tokens of both voiced and voiceless stops fell within the short lag regions.
Before concluding that Say was attempting to produce a voicing distinction between /d:t/ and /g:k/ but
was unable to reproduce an adult=like contrast, we investigated several other variables( that potentially
-could have affected the results. We looked at the possible effect of vowel height,, stress, individual
lexical items, and mode of elicitation. None of these variably appeared to show significant differences._ -

1 We also considered the possibility that some systematic experimenter bias could have
influenced the measurement of voiced and voiceless tokens. Howiiver, this seemed unlikely for two .

'batons. First, when we began'the study we did not expect the children to have sr voicing contrast in
their. speech lend we especially did not expect to find consistent differences in VOT values for short lag

v productions of the vo' and voiceless stops; however, the differences found in alveolars and in velars
were present from theiginning. The second reason why ex ter bias is an unlikely explanation
IS that there was never a significant difference between the Isliial voiced and voiceless stops; it is

rather implausible that such a bias would affect places of articulation differentially.12

thetwo places of artioulition (CategorY 1-A)1( t,

We therefore conclude:' 11) that ,fay was attempting to produce a difference lw
that,

the
voiced and voiceless phonemes at at least
contrast he was maintaining feel within the adult voiced phoneme boundaries and thus would not be..
perceptible to adult speakers; and (3) that without instrumental analysis of a large number of

_utterances, no evidencercuuid have been found to indicate that he had a phonological voicing contrast
at these two pieces of articulation.

Unlike the ..ither children who as early as 14 or 1;7 began to produce '40011 adult-like
voiceless tops, Jay had not acquired an adult-like voicing contrast by the end of the study, when he
was 2;4. Thu.s, he will be at least 11 months older then our young child when he begins producing

and the

long voicing for /ptk/. l other aspects of language development was comparable to the other
childr n9-in the total number of different words he useti of tokens he priiduced per
session (see Table 2) he was similar to the other children (especially, to ). To compare the children
to each other on generehanguage development we roughly computed length of utterance),
following Brown 1973.1s

tIJI four children had, a MIX of 1.0 on. their respective first sessions; for Tessa this rose
above 1.0 amber third session (age 14.18) fort.lane on her second session (1;6.22); for Tom bn his
fourth session (1;7.21) and for -.lay on his fifth session (19.4). Tom therefore had an 14L1J of 1.0 when
he had a highly significant voicing distinction at all three places of articulation (session 1). Tessa had
an MLU of 'about 1.93 when she had these dietifictiOns (session 8), and Jane had an MLU of about 1.57
when she had these distinctionsk (session 9). On his last full session, Jay lied an MLU of 223: it seems
then that his general language development (as measured by MW) at the end of the study wiles ahead
of the general language development of the other children at the stages it which. they 'acquired
roughly adult-like voicing contrasts. ,
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Clearly, it is not the case that 1.4.0 correlates directly with the acquisition of voicing: the
data from Tom, Tessa and Jape show that MUJ may,,,ytery from 1.0 to '1.93 at the' time at which a fairly
adult-like voicing contrast is produced at 'all Wee pieces of articulation (cf. Bond and Wilson 1977),
However, we prtent 1.6.0 data to show that Jay was progressing noimally with respect to
langauge development; it is also true that in other phonological aspects he was progressing normally
(04. he used at least one, fricati4 (in medial and final positions), a postgposlic several final position
consonants clusters, and many poly - syllabic words). Since the age range reported in the literature for
the acquisition of the voicing contrast (1;4 to 2;8) is also quite large, we conclude that it is possible
that Jay is rithin the range of individual differences which can be considered normal for the acquisition

of voicing in English."'

4.0 Discu ssion

In 'this section, the data will be reviewed in order to characterize the general *stag" (4.1)
and to provide a brief summary of ,other major findings (4.4). In addition, the data will be examined for
evidence, which shed light on the nature of the skills being acquired ) and the process of Change
within, each child's system as related to two major models for acquisition (4.3).

To facilitate comparison of the four subjects, some data from section 3.0 are repeated here
in Figure 5. This figure plots the change over time jn mean VOT values for each stop for each child.
For reference points, the adult perceptual phoneme boundaries and the adult mean VOT values for each
stop are also included in the figure. Toroid unnecessarily complicating the figure, only one mean VOT
value for each adult stop is given; thee* mean VOT values are from Usker and Abramson 1964 (but

=note that the Usker and Abramson means for the voiced phonemes exclude negative VOt' values,
whereas the means given for the children, in some cases, include negative values). For each child, the
VOT means are presented separatelliby piece and in left -to -right order for labial, alveolar and- wear
stop pairs. Beneath each set of mews are the sessions) from which the 'means come and the category
in which they fall. In this section, the discussion will refer to data presented in Figure 5 unless
otherwise noted.

S ect7- rzl; =

4.1.Stages to the acquisi4on of voicing as seen in these data e

I it --
In generai,.the pattern which emerges from the data is one in which there are three stages

to the acquisition of voicing: 6) the child has no contrast (Category lk (I) the child has a contrast'
one which falls within or nearly within the perceptual boundaries of one adult phoneme (Categoiies
and 11-8); 011) the child has a contrast which resembles the adult contrast (Categories II-A and 0-e)

STAGE I. In stage I, the child produces predefine*" short lag stops (cf. also Krolow-Port
and Preston 1974). Short voicing lead will be prkilluced occasion* for either adult voiced or
voiceless phonemes. Similarly, long lag voicing if produced at all appears in productionsf either adult
voiced or voiceless stops.

_11
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Figure S. Changes in VUT means over tine. for rich stop.,by child.
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STAGE IL In stage I, Op child is still producing most stops with short tab vSicirgli however,
for the first' time, the mean VOT for%the-aqUit voiceless stop is consistentlylong across several poirits
in time than the mean VOT for the adult voiced Mop: Ospending on the.shild, fesulting *Verona,
between the means is either consistently significant (Teas.) or significant on some sessions but not on
others (Jane and Jay). Children also differ in how they change the voiCeiess :tolls during thiC Stage: ,

Tessa gradually lengthened the s VOT of her voiceless Mops '(end thereby. increased the contrist
between the voiced and voiceless stops), while Jane and Jay did not. During this Mese, the _child
typically produces short voicing lived and continuous Ooicing. on adult voiced stops only, 'and may begin
to produce some adult voiceless stops with (moderately) long lag voicing.

The stage M(A) data are interesting in that the contrast that the-child is Maintaining Willi
noted by the transcribers and is presumably not OertmStible to adults in general. Dean and HuntingtOn
1976 report a similar case: when the phonsinically voiceless stop productions of esOphagai walkers
were examined spectrographically, "a statistically significant number :were distinct (in the appropriste
VOT direction) from thiir productions of phonemically voiced :tom, listeners, however, predbminently

. labelled eh productions as 'voiced'. In five separate di studies, Labov M al. 1972 found. that
speakers, as for example inTillinghem (Essex), consistently small differences in their own speech
which served to maintain the identity of word CISUOS; Abet these same Soaker* could-nbt label
the,* diff onces orconscious reflection (in minimal p and in coil-mutat tests), either in their own
speech o the speech of others from the same dialect area. These authors qpnciude that intuitive_
judgments of 'same' or 'different' are not necessarily's reliable base on which-to baild thebry of
phonological development*. (Labov et al 1972, 254). The 'phonological development' referreld to here is
historical change, but the comment equally applies, particularly in the present context, to phonological
change in children. The results of the present study clearly show, that, in at least some cases, the
juckpients Gf adults may not capture significant facts about the child's system and that spectrographl
analysis can provide insight in precisely those areas where adult perception fails.

STAGE IL At the beginning of stage II; the child is producing adult voiceless stops with
extremely long lag voicing: the mean VOT values for the voiceless stops ars considerably longer -than
adult means would be. Mosiin 1976 (reporting on two children' spproxionstely.44) and Gilbert 1977
(reporting on data from six children ages to 3;3) ilso found that children's vOiceiesestop means are
longer than adult means would be. Datin and 1976 report that two-year-olds (ages 24
to 3i0) and six - year -olds (ages 6,1 to 6;11) produce shorter meanVOT values for voiceless stops than
do adults.

In general, as th& means for the voiceless stops change, the means for the voiced stove also
Argo in the same direction, thus frequently becoming less like-adult voiced stop means than, in earlier
stages; this tandem relationship holds try* for most,changes in stage II oleo. Thim4 the children appear
to be in some sense exploring phonetic specs, possibly because they,are not sure of the precise 'target
for the voiced and voiceless stops (although they have a reletive notion,* the appropriate distant,
between thi two members of a pair) or possibly simply because they cannot control their productions.
Moslin and Nigro 1976 reporit that for /t/ in the speech of adult-to-child, the VOT values are
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considerably longer then the VOT values (for /t/) in the speech of adult-to-adult. Thus, our subjects
may be attempting to match the lonier VOT values that occur in the input they hoer. Sinr.e, however,
Mos lin and Nigro also report shorter VOTs for /d/ in adult-to-child as compared to adult-to -adult
discourser we would need some other: explanation (e.g. exploring phonetic space). to explain why our
subjects increase the VOT values for the adult voiced phonemes. In contrast to the Mos lin and Nigro
1976 results, Baran, Zlatin Laufer and Dani loft 1977 found that for their three adult female speakers
there were, overall, no significant differences __between adult- directed and child - directed conversation;
Baran et al. found significant differences only between} 'citatiohei forms and conversational speech.

In this stage, the child's voiceiestitop dAributions are wide- and flat, with extreme-yews at
times exceeding +250 r*.. The VQT values for the voiced stops generally cluster in the short lag
region, with s few values eboth the shaft and the Idng lead regions, and the range generally overtop@
with the range of VOT values for the corresponding voiceless stop.

Latestkin stage NI, the 'child begins to shorten the VOT for both the voiced and voiceless stops
back toward the. adult values: extreme values are produced less Aut. None of the children
consistently achieved non-overlapping ranges, although the partial.stustering of VOT values pro sides
evidence for the improved discreteness of the voicing categories. rall, the labial stops are ster
than t'he 'alveolar stops, which in turn at shorter than the voter stops. Only one child (Tom) was
producing all three stop pairs in a fairly adult-like manner.

.4

k ,

The transition between stages is in general a gradual one: over a two to four month period
(1;7 to 1;9, Tom; 15 to 1;9, Tessa; and 1;7 to1;10 Jane), the child learns to produce the voiceless stops
consistently with long lag voicing, However, the transition from itsge II to stage NI occurs fairly
abruptly: the monlh and a half interval between sessions g and 5 shows more change in Tom's data
than any subsequent similar period and similarly for the three week interval between Jane'sssessions 7
and 8 compared to any preceding or subsequent three week interval (Figure 5). Tessa's alveolar data
show the discontinuity between stages N and NI most clearly: In the ten weeks between sessions 1 and
7, the mean for /t/ increased 18 ms, while in twd weeks between sessions 7 and 8 (stages II and IN

respectively), the mean fors /t/ increased 59 ma (Figiire 5).

4.2.Hypotheses on the-skill being acquired

At issue here then is whether the changes in VOT seen in these data reflect the diveiooment
of a single homogeneous skill or the interaction of two (or more) phonetic skill's. first case, the
child may be viewed is achieving a contrast by progressively lengthening the voiceless
stops; 'in the socondat:tw, the child would be achieving contrast by first using one phonetic
component (stage 10 subsequently adding a second phonetic cdriroonent (stage NI), bath of which
result .in differences in VOT. The case for skill interaction is strengthened by the, following: for the
most part (i.e. in seven out of nine cases), there-is no transition stage (i.e. between stages we andIIIA)
in which the mean VOT values for the voiceless stops fall within the range for adult mean KM values



)for /ptk/ (cf. sections 3.1 and 3. ). If we assume th! children to be Using a simple algorithm 'lengthen
VOT for the voiceless stops', then we have the unusual situation in which an entire range of the VOT
continuum has been skippedthe range which is moreover the precise range of adult values.

,s.J

\'

If the child is uniformly attemptihg to lengthen the.VOT of the voiceless stops, it would be
reasonable to assume that' the abruptness of the change between stages II and Hi, and thus the
appearance of discontinuity, are largely caused by sampling interval.. It may be that 4 the point at

_ which the child begins to produce voiceless stops with Gong lag voicing, changes occur fairly rapidly in
the child's produCtioni in which case, a two wool; recording interval (and obviously a three and-four
week interval also) is too great a time interval to show the full curve of progressively longer mean VOT
values. Certainly, the development of many mat skills show faster skill,improviniient at some time
period; than at others. Similarly, the acquisition 3 rmany motor skills show learning curves ,similar to
that shown in these data: a stage showing a gradual increase toward the target.(stage II) followed by a
stage- in which the target is over-shot (stage

'

However, it may be that a' discontinuity doss exist in the children% development such that
stages II and HI represent the acquisition of different underlying skills. in this view, stage III could
correspond to the child's acquisition of the aspiration component of' adult voiceless stops, whereas
during the previous stage, the child was _us* a different phonetic component to distinguish adult
voiced-voiceless stops. Leopold ( 1947) says that his daughter acquired the voiced- voiceless contrast
at 2;0. His daughter's/Contrast was not .adult -like however: in lildegard's speech, the adult 'voicing'
contrast was marked by the presence (in voiceless stops)-or absence (in voiced stops) of *energetic
release-. In our data, late stage H (since early stale I is presumably not perceptible) may be similar to
the "energetic release" -stage described by Leopold; if this were the case, the children in stage -II would
be separating stops on the basis of a feature like 'tenseness' (or burst amplitude). Another possibility
would be that stage II data repro ant the children's attempt to reproduce solely the first ferment
differences betyeen adult voiced and voiceless stops (note that the mew VOT values for the voiceless
stops in stage II (A and 8) data range from +10 me to +40 ms, the approximate area oFI'Utback in
adult voiceless stops).

The crucial difference between, the two hypotheses is the following: the single- skill
hypothesis assumes that the child recognizes the tornporal, differences between voiced and voiceless
stops and attempts to achieve this contrast by prOgiessively lengthening the VOT of the void less
stops; the skill interaction hypothesis assumes that the child has broken the voicing contrast down into
two (or .more) fairly distinct perceptual components and that in stage one the child is, attempting to
match one ..compOnont and in stage two changes his or fur productions to-incorporate the second
component. The first hypothesis would predict that changes in VOT over time would show a

progression through the complete VOT continuum, whereas the second hypothesis would pridict
qualitative break in the changes in VOT 'Calms point on the continuum. Since the virtual absence of
transition data in the range for adult /ptki.ineans may-be due to sampling interval, and sift* changes
could occur fairly abruptly it either the single skill or the skill interaction hypotheses, we have no way
to conclusively resolve this issue. It OA* be-obvious, however, that although VOtrney be thoughtof
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as a single continuum, it does in fact represent the conflation 'bf several acoustic and articulatory
components; thus, chang in VOT do not necessarily indicate the development of a lingitunderlying t
skill. . ,. /

4.3 Two models for' developmentel sound changes

C

The speed with which the children move from stale Ii into stage III may partially account for
the 'across- the - board' model of change discussed by Smith 1973. This model, which is similar in some
ways to the nineteenth century, neogrammarian model for historical change, claims that when a
phonological change Occurs in a child's system, it does so rapidly and applies to all relevant forms (cf.
the ntogrammarian tenet that sound changes have no exceptions). In contrast, the lexical *diffusion'
model, which was originally used to describe historical changes in Chinese, claims that 'a phonological
changcbrortgates itself gradually across the lexicon, from morpheme to morpheme (Chen end Wang
1975, 255)'. In studies of child phonology acquisition, evidence in support of the latter modsii has been
presented by Hsieh 1972 and by Ferguson and Farwell 1975. nth, two models differ- primarily in
predictions about both the rate of change (rapid versus gradual) and the nature of the change (few it
any lexical exceptions versus many lexical exceptions). Both models as used in the child phonology
literature would predict at least some variability during the stage at which a change is taking place.

'
Although the children's, phonetic acquisition of adult4ilie long lag voicing does appear to

occur quickly (steels 111-A), we have evidence that the children are making a phonological con(rast even ,

earlier, that at least one child (Tease)' was improving this contrast throughout stage II, and that for the
two children for whom we see the acquisition process completely (Tessa andJsne), the spread of the
voicing contrast across all three placebo( articulation takes approximately three months. Since at some
point, the children's voiceless stops move* into the perceptual boundaries for the adult voiceless stop
(stage II-B), an adult's judgment of ' across - the - board' change is more directly a function at the
categorical nature of the adult's perception than a function of any categorical change in the children's
production; thus, to the extant thbt the childfon lengthen the VOT of the voiceless stops (from stage II-
A through stage 11-8), the description ' across -the- board' - -which implies rapid phonoldgical changeis
erroneous. Since the 'across-the-board' label could be applied to the changes seen at stage NIA, the
model accurately describes a phonetic change but cannot account for the slow (three month)
phonological changes . in the stop' system as a while; the. end_ ualnese of this -change iiikpreditted
correctly by the lexical diffusion model..

The dais from all four subjects overwheinargly demonstrate that the phonetic VOT range for
any phoneme will be found in any word which begins with that phonetne, provided it is produced a
number of times. Thus, in general, we have little evidence for the lexical parameter assumed by the
lexidal diffusion model; insofar as this lailiical homogineity refutes this model, we have evidence for a
model which would predict the lexkal exceptioniesi pature of the change; as the across- the -board
model would. Sampling, 5oWever, is -sgain a critical factor. Although- we are confident that our,deta
adequatty represent each child's vocabulary (see section 2.2), we clearly did not record, on each
session, ail' the words that hie children knew; in addition, it is possible that we did not record at

I
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frequent enough intervals to fully document the time of change (cf. the ,preceding discussion). Thus, it
may be that our method was ill-suited to provide data of the sort required by the lexical diffusion

In summary, the gekie iraily lexical-exiaptiontes nature of the developmental' changes is
correctly predicted by the acrosa-the-board model, and the gradual spresd of the phonological voicing
contrast through the stop system corresponds to ,the concept of gradual- change found in the lexical
diffusion model. However,*some words doappear to be exceptions to the pattern in a particular stage
(e.g. an, Tessa; tey, and lesidx, Jane), and in one ,child's data long *ng may have first appeared
in 'new' words; tae data could be evidence for the lexical di model. Similarly, the transition
into stage IVA could be ciescribedas 'across- the-board'. Thus, neither mociekis completely correct but
both have important elements thaecorrespond_well with particular aspects of the data reported hire.

4.4 Additional findings

In addition to evidence for three stages in the acquisition of voicing in the stop system as a
whole, we have some data on the order of acquisition within the stem and data on the effect of place
Of articulation on the process. For two of the children (Tessa and Jane), the voicing contrast appears
first at the alveolar, t n at the I i and finally at the velar place of articulation; these children also
establish non-"overlapping is first at the alveolar place (see sections 3.2 and 3.3). For one child
(Jay), evidence for a contrast a In the alveolar and velar data but not at all in the 'labial data.
Fot three children (Tom, Tess Jane), voicing at the velar place presented more difficulty than at
the other two places. For both fora- and-Tessa, /g/ shifted from the short lag region into the longer lag
prdduction range and thus almost into the adult perceptual .boundaries for /k/; Jane went through a
shiort stage when /g/ was produced with extremely long lag values. For all four children, voicinglead
was prbduted significantly more often at the labibi place of articulation (see sections 3.1-3.4), and in
general labial mean VOT values were snorter than alveolar means, with velar means the longest.
Clearly, place of artiCulatiOn, with the associated aerodynamic and physiologiial differences, is an
important variable in the production of voicing. Possibly related to the differential affect of plaii of
articulation on the produitiTs of voicing is the lexical asymmetry found in the vocabularies of ail four
children in the earliest sessions. For at least one child (Jane), this asymmetryin particular the low
frequency of words beginning with /p/ *MA/ in.her vocabulary-- appeared to be an important factor
in the acquisition of the voicing contrast itself.

The range of individual differences with respect to age of acquisition is striking. 'Three
children acquiied a relatively adult -like voicing contrast at all three places of articulation by
approximately 1i9; the fourth child who was in all other respects developing normally had not done so
by 2;4.15 More importantly, the contrast that this child was maintaining between /dd/ and /gdt/ most
likely could not have Wei; detected by parentiorother adults. Similarly, the earliest confrasts of two

`other children (at approximately 10 Tessa and 1;8 Jane) and possibly the first contrast of the Chard
.othir child (at least by 1;7 Tom) presumably would not have been reliably detected by adults.



1

In conclusion then, the voicing contrast appears to be learned very early: evidence that
children have acquired the appropriate phonologital contrast nity be found in the productions of .

children as young as 1A. However, it may take up to ileveii months befoi* the children's productions .

improve to the point, where the contrasts that the children are making may be Pirceived by adults.
Considerable progress toward the production of an adult -like voicing contrast is typically made by the
age of 203,- although there are striking individual differencei. Although considerable prgress is usually
mode by 20, it may be many menthol; (or even year!) before chiidreri acquire sufficient articulatorV skill

4 to consistently produce adult -like voicing (Ziatin and Keenigsknecht 1976; Gil pert 1977) (.
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Notes

1. This research is part of tit/activities of the Stanford Child Phonology Project and has beiin
supported by a National Science Aundation Grant (BNS 76-08968) to Charles A. Ferguson and Dorothy
A. Huntington, ,Departments of Linguistics and Hearing and Speech Sciences, Stanford Universjty. We
gratefully atknowiedge their support during all phases of the reseatch. We would also liKirto thank
Harold Clumeck, John Kingston and Deborah Ohsiek for their assistance at various stages of the data
collection and Lisa *in, Carl Muller and Marsha Zlatin Laufer for- comments on an earlier-version of
this papa?. A summary of this study was given 0ctober4,1977, at 'the Second Annual Boston
University Conference on Child Linguage Development, and a 'pre6minary version of this paper appears
in the Stanford working paper series Pacers and Reoor)s on Child LaneUase Devetooment (1977).4614.

2.' This study is part of a cross-linguistic study of the' acquisition of the voicing contkastIlin in;
stops in English, Spanish and Cantonese. Data from. the other languages and cross-ling
comparisons will be treated.in subsequent publications/1f the Project.

3. In general, childrIm appear to learn the voicing distinction among stops in'initial position
in other positions in the word; however, the childcri in Walton 1943, Smith 1973 and Mann

Apparently learned the distinction, in final, position firse

'4. To insure th4st this study would have longitudihal data from four children, a fth child was
recorded also. Hid one of the first four withdrawn from the study, the fifth child would have become
one of the foltestbjects. SinceLjhe fiist four stayed in the study, data froM the fifth child were not
instrumentally analyzed.

list
'tic

before.
1971 k

e
.5t. 'We are grateful to Linda Watsorefor conducting this session and to Jai and his parents for

consenting to this additional visit.

dr
6.. Although consonant harmony, is a widespread phenomenon in child phoNtlogy (see Vihrnan 1977),

our 'subjects, Who were evidently beyond thi consonant harmorff'stage, rarely made pled* errors Dees
than 1% of the productions showed place errors). Nevertheless, the 'correct place of articulation'
criterion was required to insure that the English data woultbe comparable to those collected from the"
Project Spanish and Cantonese subjects, who produced more harmonized forms: in all three studies
then ,only 'correct' 'stops were anelyiad. Although we know of no study which demonstrates that,
during the stage when voicing is not contrastive, a stop substitute in a harmonized production-44.,:414e

iv any different from other stoprof the same plate (404144,0-0111844010,
istet-iae-tioe-{4440-kki413-0.4.13410, the possibility that-such phones are different, could not be discounted
a priori; this is a topic that des/tries separate investigation.

.

7. A preliininary study on this issue is planned: phonetically trained students (unfamiliar. with the
c results of. the present .report) will be asked to transcribe approximitely 75 stops characterized by

very short VOT velum; (i.e. su me); the stimulus items $.43 be transcribed are a randomly _selected
subset if CategoryM data from Jay.

,
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8. Tessa also produced 10 tokens of duke on this session. However, since this word vies
produced with an initial velar stop, it has not been counted in the tabulations. This was the only
assimilated word in her initial stop word corpus.' Throughitut the study, she produced dome, with an
initial velar stop.

Op

9. Tessa's data may have shown a significant difference between Am/ prior to sessions 6 and 7;
the tape.lor session 5 was accidentally destroyed. On sessions 3 and 4, the differeitce between the
means for /b/ and /p/ was not significant.

10. The data tfe/AN are put in Category 1-8, not because the mean for the voiceless sta., fails
nearly within the adult voiced bOgndary (as in the cases of other N-8 data)Lbtit becOuee the mean for
/g/ falls nearly within the adult /k/ PoUndaiy.

11. As in the shift of /ptk/ in to the long lag region, this shift of /g/ !ntcr-rfONhoit lag region
appears to be abrupt. However, session 9 was conducted three weeks after session 8 (again
of the child's ill;:esses)0end we:, assume that the apparent 'sudden change' is largely aue to s
interval

. . * 1

12. To investigate this further, we submitted a set of Vac sots (withiloss unmarked) to a third
,.. -.

observer for independent measurements: Although ,the VOT values for specific' items frequently
differed from the original 'measurements,. the mignitude of the difference behieen the mina for each
voiced-voiceless pair was the same in ihe.re-messiired and original sets. ,This agreement demonstrates
that the original obse not been influinoed by knoWing the gloss. ,.not

13. NOte,, however; that experimental proceduifes, which encouraged one'word utterances, will
tend to give a lower 14.4.U.

14. We visited Jay in Boston in October 1977, when he was 2;6.19. At that time, he was. producing,
all voiceless stops with strong aspiration. Although we may reasonably asetine that the VOT
chatacteristics of his produclions s,vere-4tot identical to those for adults (i.e. probably longerVOT values
than would be 'found in adult speech), he dearly had acquired- an acceptably adult-like voicing contrast

-at all three places of artkulation by 46.19-4s. at least one month earlier than the oldest child
reported in the literature. This confirms our earlier hypothesisAhst he was within the norm* range.

15. The fourth child acquired an adult.iike contrast by at least 2;6.19 (see sectiolk3.410- On the
basis of the transcriptions, the fifth child retorded had acquired an-adult-like contrast at all three
places of articillet.by at is 1;6.27, her first recording SOSSifift
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